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Digital information can be encoded in the building-block sequence of macromolecules, such as
RNA and single-stranded DNA. Methods of “writing” and “reading” macromolecular strands are
currently available, but they are slow and expensive. In an ideal molecular data storage system,
routine operations such as write, read, erase, store, and transfer must be done reliably and at high
speed within an integrated chip. As a first step toward demonstrating the feasibility of this concept,
we report preliminary results of DNA readout experiments conducted in miniaturized chambers that
are scalable to even smaller dimensions. We show that translocation of a single-stranded DNA
moleculesconsisting of 50 adenosine bases followed by 100 cytosine basesd through an ion channel
yields a characteristic signal that is attributable to the two-segment structure of the molecule. We
also examine the dependence of the translocation rate and speed on the adjustable parameters of the
experiment. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1905791g

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital information can be encoded in the building-block
sequence of macromolecules, such as RNA and single-
stranded DNA. In principle, the four nucleotides of DNA, for
example, can be used to represent a 2-bit sequencese.g.,A
=00, C=01, G=10, andT=11d, although practical consider-
ations may impose certain restrictions on the specific se-
quences that can be used to encode the information. A data
storage device built around this concept must have the ability
to sid create macromolecules with any desired sequence of
building blocks, i.e., write or encode the digital information
into macromolecular strands;sii d analyze and decode the se-
quence of a previously created macromolecule, i.e., read the
recorded information; andsiii d provide an automated and re-
liable mechanism for transferring the macromolecules
among the read station, the write station, and designated lo-
cationssparking spotsd for storing each such macromolecule.
Although methods of writing and reading macromolecular
strands are currently availablese.g., arbitrary sequences of
oligonucleotides can be synthesized, and DNA sequences
can be decipheredd, these methods require large machines
and are slow and expensive. In an ideal molecular data stor-
age system, routine operations such as write, read, erase,
store, and transfer must be carried out within an integrated
chip, reliably and at high speed.

As a possible alternative to present-day mass data stor-
age devicesse.g., magnetic and optical disks and tapesd, we
envision a system in which data blocks are encoded into
macromolecules constructed from two or more distinct
bases, say,x andy; the bases can be strung together in arbi-

trary sequence such asxxyxyyxȳ xyx to represent binary
sequences of user datase.g., x=0, y=1d.1,2 The macromo-
lecular data blocks must be created in awrite station, trans-
ferred toparking spotsfor temporary storage, and brought to
a read stationfor decoding and readout. The “erase” opera-
tion is as simple as discarding a data block and allocating its
parking spot to another macromolecule. The parking spots
and read/write stations depicted in Fig. 1, for example, are
microfluidic chambers connected via microchannels and mi-
crovalvessnot shownd that enable automatic access through
an electronic addressing scheme.2 With the dimensions of the
various chambers indicated in Fig. 1, one can readily incor-
porate, on a 1.0-cm2 surface area, a total of 106 parking spots
s,0.25 cm2d, 1000 read/write stationss,0.1 cm2d, and the
necessary plumbingse.g., 1-mm-wide connecting routes and
131-mm2 binary valves or switchesd, which would occupy
an area of,0.65 cm2. Assuming megabyte-long data blocks,
the storage capacity of the 106 parking spots in this scheme
will be 1012 bytes/cm2. In a three-dimensional design based
on 10-mm-thick layers, the capacity of the proposed molecu-
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FIG. 1. Chip surface area utilization. The same arrangement of read/write
stations and parking spots is repeated in stacked layers.
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lar storage system would exceed 1015 bytes/cm3.
Presently, secondary storage of data is the domain of

magnetic hard disks, removable magnetic mediase.g., zip
disk and magnetic taped, optical disk drivesfe.g., compact
disk-recordablesCD-Rd and digital versatile disk-rewriteable
sDVD-RWdg, and magneto-optical media. All these storage
technologies are inherently two dimensional in the sense that
information is recorded on a thin layer at the surface of a
disk or a tape medium. Considering possible advances in
read/write heads and media technology, current methods of
data storage can besoptimisticallyd pushed to densities in the
range of 75–150 GB/cm2. Going beyond this range, how-
ever, will be problematic owing to the fundamental physical
limitations. The optical storage technology is exemplified by
DVD-RW, a 12-cm-diameter platter having a capacity of
4.7 GB. The next-generation DVDs are expected to use blue
lasers swavelength ,400 nmd and have a capacity of
,25 GB per platter. Double layer disks with capacities of
,50 GB are also feasible. Beyond this, the optical drives
planned for the year 2010 and beyond are expected to have
capacities in excess of 100 GB, although several technical
hurdles must be overcome before such devices can even be
demonstrated in the laboratory. To summarize, both magnetic
and optical recording technologies have the potential for ter-
abyte capacity, but it is highly doubtful that these technolo-
gies can reach into the petabyte domain. The concept pro-
posed in this paper has the potential to revolutionize
information storage at extremely high density and rapid re-
trieval rates required for massive databases of the future. For
a comparison with a current state-of-the-art technology, note
that storing 1015 bytes of data on conventional DVDs re-
quires a 128-m-tall stack of these 12-cm-diameter platters;
the same amount of data that the 1-cm3 molecular data stor-
age device of Fig. 1 is expected to be able to handle.

In an effort to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
molecular storage scheme, we have built miniaturized read
stations for DNA strands.2,3 The idea is to translocate single-
stranded DNA molecules through a nanopore while monitor-
ing the variations of the electrolytic current through the pore,
as has been described elsewhere in the context of gene analy-
sis and sequencing.4–11 Whereas in decoding a genome the
DNA sequence could be arbitrary, in the proposed data stor-
age application it is possible to tailor the sequence to the
characteristics of the read station. For instance, if the electri-
cal signals corresponding to individual bases turn out to be
indistinguishablefdue to insufficient signal-to-noise ratio
sSNRd or because the ion channel is too long compared to
the dimensions of single nucleotidesg, one might instead as-
sociate the information bits with strings of identical bases;
for example, a string of 20 adenosines can be used to repre-
sent a 0, while a string of 30 cytosines could represent a 1.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our read stations, complete with electrodes and access
ports, were molded from polydimethylsiloxanesPDMSd, cast
in a machined Teflon block. This design, which is scalable to
even smaller dimensions, allows easy integration with mul-

tiple parking spots on the same chip. In the read station de-
picted in Fig. 2, the needlelike end of the tube that connects
the cis and trans chambers was covered with a Teflon cap
saperture diameter,20 mmd to promote the formation of a
lipid membrane over the aperture. The nanopore, self-
assembled in the lipid membrane from seven subunits of
a-hemolysinsa-HLd protein, is a 10-nm-long ion channel,
whose capslength,5 nmd resides in thecis chamber, while
its 5-nm-long stem spans the lipid membrane. The ion chan-
nel has an opening diameter of 2.6 nm at the entrance to the
cap, 1.5 nm in the constricted region in the middle, and
2.2 nm at the far end of the stem located in thetrans
chamber.4,5

In the read station of Fig. 2, thecis chamber is accessed
sunder microscope controld with a micropipette from the
right-hand side, and thetrans chamber from the left-hand
side. The micropipette is used for filling the chambers with
buffer, addinga-HL or DNA to thecis chamber, and remov-
ing the additives by perfusion. At 50-mL volume spartial
filling d, the chambers are small enough to yield a low-noise
electrolytic current signal, yet large enough to avoid prob-
lems associated with the evaporation of the liquids. If the
device dimensions were to shrink further, both chambers
would have to be capped to prevent evaporation.

The buffer used in our experiments was 1-M KCl, 10-
mM 4-s2-Hydroxyethyldpiperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid

FIG. 2. sad Photograph andsbd diagram of a read station built inside a 10-
mm-thick H-shaped Teflon frame. A Teflon tube, shrunk at one end to a
20-mm-diameter aperture, goes through the central wall and forms a tight
seal between thecis andtranschambers. The 6-mm-long, 4.6-mm-diameter
cylindrical chambers are large enough to hold the buffer solution for several
hours; evaporation reduces the buffer by 50% in 24 h. The chambers are
connected to an Axopatch 200B amplifier via Ag–AgCl electrodes. The
20-mm-diameter aperture holds asverticald lipid bilayer, into which one or
morea-HL ion channels are implanted. Single-stranded DNA molecules are
driven through the channel by an applied voltage in the range of
90–210 mV, positive at thetrans side.
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sHEPESd spH,8.0d, pH balanced by KOH, and the lipid
was diphytanoyl phosphatidycholinesDPCd. The Ag–AgCl
electrodes were made by dipping a silver wire in Clorox. The
patch-clamp amplifier was Axon Instrument’s Axopatch
200B.

Prior to filling the chambers with buffer, 2mL of a lipid
solution in hexanes1.5 mg/mLd is released in the vicinity of
the 20-mm aperture between thecis andtranschambers. The
chambers are then dried under a mild stream of nitrogen,
thus allowing a thin layer of lipid to coat the surrounding
walls without clogging the aperture. Care must be taken to
completely evaporate the hexane, as even trace amounts in
the aperture area can ultimately destroy the bilayer. We
found that the lipid bilayer that must cover the aperture be-
tween the two chambers does not form properly when ap-
plied to a PDMS surface. Although PDMS is
hydrophobic—a requirement for this application—its poros-
ity ultimately destroys the lipid membrane a few minutes
after the formation of a bilayer. In the read station depicted
in Fig. 2, the needlelike end of the tube that connects thecis
and trans chambers had to be covered with a Teflon cap
saperture diameter,20 mmd to form a stable lipid
membrane.

The cis and trans chamberssas well as the tube that
connects themd are subsequently filled with buffer. We
soaked 1.5 mg of lipid in 5mL of hexadecane in a test tube
for 60–90 s; the leftover hexadecane was then completely
drained, leaving a viscous lipid at the bottom of the tube. A
microcapillary tubesinner diameter,300 mmd was filled to
1-mm height from its tip with this viscous lipid in such a
way as to form a convex meniscus at the tip of the capillary.
Using a micromanipulator, this lipid meniscus was brushed
across the 20-mm aperture with a slight pressure. A 60 Hz,
5-mV square wave was then applied between the Ag–AgCl
electrodes across the bilayersthe so-called seal testd to verify
that the bilayer is adequate. The above procedure succeeds in
creating a proper bilayer across the aperture in about 90% of
the trials.

Once a stable bilayer was obtained, 40 ng ofa-HL pro-
tein was dissolved in 2mL of buffer and added to thecis
chamber. Applying a 120-mV potential across the bilayer
enables one to observe the reconstitution of an ion channel
into the bilayer, an event which is indicated by an abrupt
jump of the current from 0 to,120 pA. The observed
voltage-to-current ratio of,1.0 GV is consistent with the
single-channel conductance ofa-HL nanopores under simi-
lar conditions, as reported in the literature.5 Self-assembly of
a single-ion channel within the lipid membrane typically
takes 20–30 min, after which the excessa-HL is removed
by perfusion with 10 mL of fresh buffer.

Two different oligodeoxynucleotide samples were used
in our experiments: the 58A50C10038, with a total of 150 base
units/molecule, was used in the experiment described in Fig.
4. All other experimentssreported in Figs. 5–10d used
58sACd6038, with a total of 120 bases/molecule. Both
custom-synthesized, polyacrylic gel electrophoresissPAGEd
grade samples were purchased from Midland Certified Re-
agent CompanysMidland, Texasd. The samples were sus-

pended in TE bufferf10-mM tris/1-mM ethylenediamine tet-
raacetic acidsEDTAdg at pH 8.0, before being released into
thecis chamber, where the final concentration of 58A50C10038
was 7.15 nM/ml, while that of 58sACd6038 was 14.3 nM/ml.

III. RESULTS

A. Gating behavior of a-hemolysin nanopore at high
KCl concentration

One of our goals was to improve the SNR of readout by
increasing both the KCl concentration in the buffer and the
applied voltage. The increased salt concentration, however,
resulted in ion-channel gating, which is an unacceptable be-
havior for the observation of DNA translocation events. The
higher voltage, on the other hand, helped raise the SNR by
enhancing the signal without causing much increase in the
noise.

The gray traces in Fig. 3 show the electrical current
through a single nanopore with 1-M KCl concentration at
applied voltage levels of +210, −210, and 0.0 mV, respec-
tively. The channel is always open at this KCl concentration,
and the forward current is just over 250 pA, while the re-
verse current is about −200 pA. The width of the trace in
each case is a good measure of the noise level present during
the measurement.sThe KCl concentration was 1 M on both
cis and trans sides; in other words, there was no transmem-
brane gradient.d

When the KCl concentration is raised to 2 M, the ion
channel exhibits a “gating” behavior, namely, it opens and
closes randomly, as can be seen in the black trace in Fig. 3.
The applied voltage was reduced in this case to +120 mV to
make the forward currentsin the open state of the ion chan-
neld nearly equal to the forward current in the case of 1-M
KCl concentration.sAt 2-M KCl, a gating behavior was also
observed at higher voltages, up to 200 mV, and also when a

FIG. 3. Current traces obtained from a reconstituteda-HL channel incor-
porated into a bilayer. The gray traces show the channel in the nonconduct-
ing states0 mVd, forward conducting states210 mVd, and reverse-biased
states−210 mVd, in the presence of 1-M KCl on both sides of the bilayer.
Note the difference in the current level between the +210- and −210-mV
traces, which indicates the channel’s asymmetric response to a polarity re-
versal of the applied voltage. In the presence of 2-M KCl, and in response to
an applied voltage of +120 mVsblack traced, the channel fluctuates sponta-
neously between the open and closed states—a behavior known as channel
gating.
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reverse voltage,V=−120 mV, was applied.d Apparently, at
some KCl concentration between 1 and 2 M, the nanopore
exhibits gating, irrespective of the level or polarity of the
applied voltage.

B. Translocation of 5 8A50C10038 single-stranded DNA

The single-stranded DNAsssDNAd molecules traversed
the ion channel underV=210 mV at 1-M KCl buffer con-
centration, and were observed with the amplifier bandwidth
set to 100 kHz. In one trial, of the 171 translocation events
monitored, 49 events, or nearly 29%, showed a bilevel be-
havior. sNot every event is expected to exhibit a bilevel sig-
nal, either due to the large fluctuations of the blockade cur-
rent or because of incomplete translocation, in which the
molecule is trapped in the vestibular region of thea-HL cap
for a certain length of time, then returned to thecis chamber
without traversing the ion channel.d The bilevel behavior is
seen in three of the four events shown in Fig. 4. Transloca-
tion duration for the entire molecule is typically,150 ms. In
some instances, such as the first event in Fig. 4, the molecule
appears to get stuck in the midst of translocation, which re-
sults in a longer-than-average transition time. The fourth
event in Fig. 4 is typical of the remaining 71% of events in
which either the molecule entered the pore but did not com-
plete translocation or the bilevel signal was not clearly vis-
ible due to insufficient SNR.sIt is worth mentioning that, in
our experiments, the bilevel signals werenot observed for
V=120, 150, or 180 mV; the higher level of the applied volt-
age,V=210 mV, was necessary to obtain these signals.d Al-
though bilevel translocation signals from two-segment RNA
molecules have been reported in the literature,8 we are not
aware of any such results in the published record for ssDNA.

It has been shown by several research groups that, for a
given polynucleotide, translocation events generally fall into
two categories, with one group of events showing less cur-

rent blockade than the other. This grouping has been sug-
gested to arise from the translocation of the molecule in ei-
ther of the two orientations, namely, 38→58 or 58→38, or it
might represent the translocation of the polymer in one of the
two different structural conformations.5–9 An asymmetric in-
teraction between the polynucleotide and the internal pore
structure has been suggested as the cause of the observed
grouping in those occasions where the entry of the molecule
into the pore from its 58 end produces a larger current block-
ade than when the 38 end enters the pore first.12

In our 58A50C10038 ssDNA sample, keeping in mind the
fact that theC nucleotide is smaller than theA nucleotide,
the 100-base-longC segment is expected to drop the ionic
current somewhat less than the 50-base-longA segment does.
The order in which the high and low portions of the bilevel
signal occur during each translocation event depends on
whether the 38 end or the 58 end of the molecule enters the
nanopore first. Of the 29% bilevel events observed in the
aforementioned experiment, nearly three quarters were asso-
ciated with theC segment entering first, during which events
the average normalized current,kIblocked/ Iopenl, was
0.37±0.09 for theC segment and 0.17±0.04 for theA seg-
ment. In the remaining quarter of the bilevel eventssassoci-
ated with theA segment entering firstd the average normal-
ized current was 0.20±0.03 for theC segment and
0.12±0.04 for theA segment. These results are consistent
with the aforementioned suggestion that the entry of poly-
nucleotides into the pore from their 58 end causes a larger
current blockage than entry from the 38 end.

The preceding statements based on only 49 complete
threading events are admittedly inadequate, as such measure-
ments are inevitably subject to large statistical variations.
Our intent here has been a demonstration of the “possibility”
of encoding and decoding bilevel signals using single-
stranded DNA molecules. A detailed understanding of the
processes involved obviously requires extensive measure-
ments and detailed statistical analysis, which will require a
separate study in its own right.

C. Effect of increased voltage

Both the capture rate of the DNA molecules and the
translocation speed through a single-ion channel were found
to be strong functions of the applied voltageV, as has been
reported by other researchers as well.5,13 The three frames in
Fig. 5 represent the translocation of 120-base-long
58sACd6038 DNA molecules under the influence of three dif-
ferent voltages. AtV=150 mV, the average open-channel
current iskIopenl,160 pA, and many translocation events are
seen to occur. AtV=120 mV andkIopenl,130 pA, the trans-
location rate has declined, and atV=90 mV, kIopenl
,90 pA, the events are relatively rare.

The observed behavior may indicate that the increased
voltage has somehow directed a large number of DNA mol-
eculessthat would otherwise drift away from the vicinity of
the pored toward the ion channel. This, in turn, is a clue
concerning the transport mechanism of DNA molecules to-
ward the pore, namely, that the drift of the molecule is not
entirely controlled by thermal diffusion, and that the cham-

FIG. 4. Effects of ssDNA passage through thea-HL channel on current
flow. Single-stranded DNA having a sequence of 58A50C10038 was intro-
duced into thecis chamberswhere the cap of the reconstituted ion channel is
locatedd. The buffer concentration was 1-M KCl, the applied voltage was
+210 mV, and the amplifier bandwidth was 100 kHz. The channel’s open
state is seen to be interrupted by four brief closuressi.e., translocation
eventsd. The first and second events show two closure substates indicating
the translocation of ssDNA from the 38 end to the 58 end. The third event
also shows two substates which, however, are reversed, indicating the pas-
sage of the ssDNA from the 58 end to the 38 end. TheA50 andC100 sections
of the molecule are not distinguishable in the fourth event.
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ber geometry and placement of the electrodes can influence
sand perhaps even controld the motion of DNA strands to-
ward the ion channel. When considering this particular
method of molecular readout in the context of data storage, it
must be remembered that, since individual macromolecules
are required to travel between their parking spots and the
read/write stations, controlled molecular transport is of ut-
most significance.

Figure 6 shows some of the statistics of the translocation
experiment depicted in Fig. 5. Figure 6stopd shows that at
lower applied voltages the ion channel is opensi.e., not
clogged by a translocating moleculed for a larger fraction of
time than at higher voltages. According to Fig. 6sbottomd,
the translocation ratesi.e., number of events per secondd,
whether completesjd or incompletesPd, is an increasing
function of the applied voltage. The total translocation rate
smd, which is the sum of complete and incomplete translo-
cations per second, increases nearly threefold betweenV
=120 mV andV=150 mV.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the event durationDT
versus the current blockage in the experiment of Fig. 5.
These data indicate that, at higher applied voltage, there is
less current blockage, perhaps because the molecules are
likely to be linearized, thus presenting a smaller cross section
to the pore. Also, at higher applied voltage the translocation
duration is reduced, meaning that the molecules travel faster
through the ion channel. The speed of the molecules passing
through the nanopore is seen to be roughly proportional to
the applied voltage, as has been reported elsewhere.5,9 Faster
translocation, of course, is desirable for the data storage ap-
plication as it results in a greater data-transfer rate, so long as
the SNR remains reasonably high at the correspondingly
larger bandwidth.

D. Experiments with multiple nanopores

In a typical nanopore experiment,a-HL proteins are re-
movedsby perfusiond from thecis chamber immediately af-

ter the formation of a single nanopore. Given sufficient time,
however, additional ion channels reconstitute themselves in
the same lipid membrane. In one experiment, the lipid bi-
layer had a diameter of 20mm, resulting in a pairwise sepa-

FIG. 5. Translocation of 120-base-long 58sACd6038 DNA molecules under
three different applied voltages. There are seven overlapping traces at each
voltage corresponding to a total translocation time of 170 ms. AtV
=150 mV, kIopenl,160 pA and translocation events are frequent. AtV
=120 mV, kIopenl,130 pA and translocation rate has declined. AtV
=90 mV, kIopenl,90 pA and the events are rare.

FIG. 6. Characteristics of translocation events in the experiment depicted in
Fig. 5. sTopd Fraction of time during which the ion channel is opensi.e., not
cloggedd as function of the applied voltageV. sBottomd Translocation rate vs
applied voltage.

FIG. 7. Statistics of translocation events in the experiment depicted in Fig.
5. The percentage current blockage is shown on the horizontal axis, while
the duration of the event appears on the vertical axis. The cluster of the open
triangles represents the case of applied voltageV=150 mV, the solid circles
correspond toV=120 mV, and the open squares represent the case ofV
=90 mV.
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ration of at most 20mm between nanopores. Figure 8 shows
a typical trace of the electrolytic current across the mem-
brane where, initially, the total current is,400 pA, indicat-
ing the presence of three open nanopores. With all three
channels open, the rate of capture and/or translocation is
relatively high s31.8 events/sd. When one of the pores is
temporarily clogged, the current drops to,290 pA, and the
rate of capture/translocation through the two remaining open
pores drops to,19.7/s. Similarly, when two of the nanop-
ores are clogged, the current drops to,190 pA and the event
rate declines to,10.3/s. These data indicate that, for each
nanopore, the electrolytic current is,130 pA in the open-
channel state and,30 pA in the clogged state. The observed
capture and/or translocation rate ratio of nearly 3:2:1 con-
firms that the three ion channels operate independently of
one another on drifting DNA molecules. We have observed
the same behavior repeatedly: the event rate increased after
reversing the applied voltage to clear the clogged channelssd,
only to drop again with the next clogging.

In another multiple nanopore experiment, we constituted
two forward nanopores as well as one reverse nanopore in
the lipid membrane, then translocated DNA strands from the
cis to the trans chamber and back again to thecis chamber.
This experiment requires the addition ofa-HL proteins to
the transchambersto facilitate reverse nanopore formationd,
followed by perfusion removal of the excessa-HL. The
presence of the long, narrow Teflon tube in the system of Fig.
2, however, makes it difficult to run the above protocol, since
a sufficient number ofa-HL molecules cannot easily diffuse
through the tubesfrom the trans chamber to the lipid mem-
braned and also because, during perfusion, the excessa-HL
cannot be readily removed from the vicinity of the
membrane.

To overcome the above problems, we built the type of
chamber shown in Fig. 9. In this device a 300-mm-thick
Teflon sheet was perforated with a 40-mm-diameter aperture,

then sandwiched between two Teflon blocks, each having a
vertical chambersdiameter=3.8 mm and height=7.0 mmd
and a 2.0-mm hole on the sidewall. These holes, when prop-
erly aligned, provide access to the 40-mm aperture from both
the cis and trans chambers. The chambers have rear-side
ports snot shownd for inserting the electrodesE. The cis
chamber is also provided with a glass window for viewing
sthrough a microscoped the 40-mm aperture while applying
the lipid bilayer.sThe procedure for applying the lipid mem-
brane is similar to that described earlier.d Once a stable bi-
layer had formed, we created a reverse nanopore by adding
a-HL to the transchamber, then removed the excess proteins
by perfusion with fresh buffer. The forward nanopores were
similarly constituted by addinga-HL to the cis chamber,
followed by perfusion.

After forming two forward and one reverse nanopores,
we added 58A50C10038 ssDNA to thecis chamber and moni-
tored the electrolytic currentsbandwidth=10 kHzd while a
voltage pulse sequence was applied to the electrodessV=
+120 mV from t=0 to 257ms, followed by V=−120 mV
from t=257 to 850msd. Out of hundreds of traces that con-
tain forward translocations, Fig. 10 displays five traces that
have at least one reverse translocation event. AtV=
+120 mV, the open state of the channels is seen to be inter-
rupted by several brief closures, i.e., translocation events.
sAlso, every once in a while, one of the two forward chan-
nels gets clogged.d This behavior is similar to what was de-
scribed previously. What is intriguing is that several translo-
cation events are observed even when the applied voltage is
reversedsV=−120 mVd. Note that the number of ssDNA
molecules initially introduced into thecis chamber is of the
order of 1014. After only a few hundredcis to trans translo-
cations, we began to detect reverse translocation events.
These are likely associated with those DNA molecules that,

FIG. 8. A typical trace of the electrolytic current obtained when three ion
channelssreconstituted in the same lipid membraned operate simultaneously
and independently of each other. When a DNA molecule is stuck in one of
the nanopores, the current drops to,290 pA. With two nanopores similarly
clogged, the total current across the membrane is,190 pA. The complete
translocation events are found to have average rates of 12.6, 6.2, and
3.3 events/s, with zero, one, or two nanopores clogged, respectively. The
corresponding rates for partial events in these three cases are 19.2, 13.5, and
7.0 events/s, leading to total event rates of 31.8, 19.7, and 10.3/s.

FIG. 9. Diagram of a read station designed to allow the study of back-to-
back nanopores. A nanopore inserted from thecis side of the membrane
translocates DNA molecules from thecis to the trans chamber, while a
reverse nanoporesinserted from thetranssided returns the molecules back to
the cis chamber on reversing the applied voltage. Two cylindrical wells
sdiameter=3.8 mm, height=7.0 mm, and volume,80 mLd drilled in Teflon
blocks serve ascis and trans chambers. Each block has a 2.0-mm-diameter
hole on one of its sidewalls, wherein holes are subsequently aligned face to
face. The Teflon blocks are screwed together, with a 300-mm-thick Teflon
sheetsperforated with a 40-mm-diameter apertured sandwiched in between.
After filling both chambers with 1-M KCl/HEPES-KOHspH,8d buffer, a
lipid bilayer is formed across the 40-mm aperture; membrane formation is
monitored through the glass window of thecis chamber. Ag–AgCl elec-
trodes denoted byEs+d andEs−d are inserted from the rear side into thecis
and trans chambers, then connected to an Axopatch 200B amplifier.
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having been forward translocated, stay in the vicinity of the
lipid membrane, then return through the reverse nanopore
once the applied voltage is reversed.

The observation of reverse translocation in this experi-
ment indicates that controlled transfer of individual mol-
eculesse.g., from the parking lot to the read stationd may be
feasible, since it is the electric-field gradient, rather than ran-
dom thermal drift, that is most likely responsible for the
turning aroundsand return to thecis chamberd of our ssDNA
molecules.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As a first step toward constructing a macromolecular
data storage system, we have demonstrated the feasibility of
conducting experiments with fairly short strands of DNA in a
miniature read station. We showed that theA andC segments
of a 58A50C10038 ssDNA molecule can be distinguished dur-
ing translocation through ana-HL ion channel. Needless to
say, many hurdles must be overcome before this system can
be implemented as an alternative to existing technologies.

The ultrahigh capacity is an obvious advantage of such
molecular storage devices, but the data rates require substan-
tial improvement. If the 58A50C10038 molecules, which rep-
resent 2-bit sequences of binary information, take,150 ms
to pass through a nanopore, the corresponding data-transfer
rate of only 12 kbit/s would leave a lot to be desired. On the
other hand, if the technology could improve to the point that
individual bases could be detected during translocation, per-
haps through a shorter, more robust, solid-state nanopore,13,14

then the achievable rate of,1 Mbit/s would not be out of
bounds. Moreover, if thousands of read stations could be
made to operate in parallel within the same chip, the overall
data-transfer rate could approach the respectable value of
several Gbits/s.

Access to data is another issue that requires extensive
research. Our preliminary calculations show that a
1-Mbyte-long macromolecule, enclosed in a
200-nm-diameter spherical shellsperhaps a liposomed, can
move electrophoretically across a 1.0-cm2 chip in ,1.0 ms
under a 10-V potential difference. Whether such molecules
could be written and packaged on demand, within an inte-
grated microchip, at high speed, and on a large scale, are
questions to which only future research can provide satisfac-
tory answers. Stability of the molecules over extended peri-
ods of time should obviously be a matter of concern. The
lipid membrane and the proteinaceous ion channel, both be-
ing of organic origin, are ill suited for practical data storage
systems; they must eventually be replaced with robust, solid-
state equivalents.14

The proposed method overcomes the limitations of
present-day data storage technology by creating a paradigm,
thus side stepping the known obstacles to future growth in
storage technology. One is no longer hampered by the super-
paramagnetic limit, the finite wavelength of light, the two-
dimensional nature of surface recording, and other limita-
tions of this kind. Our proposed approach also enables the
creation of concepts and devices that have wide-ranging ap-
plications beyond the field of data storage. For example,
rapid analysis of trace amounts of biological macromol-
ecules, drug discovery and testing using micro-DNA synthe-
sizer, machinery for single-chain molecular transport and
manipulation, etc. Despite all the difficulties, it is our hope
that this proposal will encourage debate in the pursuit of an
alternative path to conventional approaches to data storage.
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FIG. 10. Current traces obtained when two forwardscis to transd and one
backwardstrans to cisd nanopores are constituted in the lipid membrane of
the system of Fig. 9, then single-stranded DNA molecules are introduced
into thecis chamber. The current was recorded when the voltage sequence
V= +120 mV, 0ø tø0.27 ms;V=−120 mV, 0.27ø tø0.85 ms was applied
to the electrodes. The buffer concentration was 1-M KCl, and the amplifier
bandwidth was 10 kHz. WhenV= +120 mV, the open state of the channels
is interrupted by several brief translocation events lasting a total of 1.35 ms
sin five overlapping tracesd. When the voltage is switched to −120 mV, a
few reverse translocations are observedsin five overlapping tracesd during a
2.9-ms interval.
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